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Autism Reassessment Packet 
Parent Questionnaire

Name of Student:

Person Completing Form:

Date Completed:

1. What do you see as your child’s 3 greatest strengths?

2. What are your child’s greatest interests, and what seems to motivate him/her in the school setting?

3. What do you see as your child’s 3 greatest areas of difficulty or need?

4. What situations/events seem to cause anxiety or outbursts?

Thanks for your time and effort completing these forms.
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Please complete the attached rating scale using the following ratings:
1=seldom  2=sometimes   3=often  4=very frequently

SKILL AREA Rating Comments

1S Appears to understand social cues and rules

1S Demonstrates good insights into social relationships

1S Demonstrates interest in same-aged peers

1S Develops and maintains friendships

1S Joins others in varied play or leisure activities

1S Makes good decisions regarding safety issues

1S Participates in group discussions

1S Uses a variety of facial expressions and gestures

1S Uses eye contact when listening or speaking

2C Asks for help from parent/sibling when needed

2C Demonstrates understanding of nonverbal cues

2C Initiates social interactions with adults

2C Initiates social interactions with peers

2C Is able to to have a back and forth conversation

2C Is able to organize and express ideas

2C Language is typical of peers (not repetitive/unusual)

2C Maintains appropriate social interactions with adults

2C Maintains appropriate social interactions with peers



Rating CommentsSKILL AREA
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2C Understand and expresses emotions appropriately

2C Uses appropriate volume, pitch and intonation

2C Varies conversational topics to suit listener

3R Accepts errors or imperfections in others

3R Accepts errors or imperfections in self

3R Completes assignments independently

3R Demonstrates a broad range of interests

3R Demonstrates self-control when upset

3R Is able to adjust to unexpected changes in routine

3R Is generally organized

3R Maintain appropriate spatial boundaries

3R Pays attention and stays on task

3R Responds appropriately to sensory stimuli
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